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ABSTRACT

reduced computational cost.

In a variety of problems a random process is observed
at different resolutions while kriowledgc of the corresponding scale corivcrsion ratio usually contains useful information related t o problem-specific quantities.
A method is proposed whicli exploits cuniulant dorriairi relations of such signals in order t o yield fractiorial cstirriatcs of the unknown conversion ratio. The
rioisc iriscrisitivity arid shift irivariancc property of the
curnularits offers advantages t o the proposed method
over signal domain alternatives. These advantages
are discussed in two classes of practical problems irivolving 1-D arid 2-D scale converted signals.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fractional sampling rate (or scale) conversion of Ddimensional processes arises in a variety of signal processing contexts involving sigrials observed at two differcnt resolutions, The conversion of a signal from an
original rcsolutiori t o a lower one may be due either to
the digital signal processin* method employed (e.g.,
deliberate downsampling) or t o tlic sampling mcchanisrn crriploycd for A/D conversion. -4s fractional
numbers are dcrisc in real numbers, fractional resolution conversion ratios can approximate arbitrarily
close any resolution ratio. Rate coriversiori problems
arise, for example, iri pattern recognition or classification applications where one has to compare incoming signals, acquired at a given ( t e s t ) rcsolution,
t o pro-stored data, acquired at a diffcrcrit (usually
higher) refercrux resolution. Thc ratio of these two
scales may be unknown. The proccssing required can
be carried out in tlic signal domain itself; feature extraction or statistics estimation is normally employed,
however, in ordcr to move to a domain where comparisons arc possible arid thcy can be pcrformcd at
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Third order cumulants are examined as a carididate domain in the present work, as a special case
of the more general k-th order curriulant dorriairi, addressed in [5]. Motivation for this provide the est&
lished noise robustness and phase i n f o r m u t h retcns i o n properties of the third ordcr cuniulant , rendering
it an attractive candidate either for feature selection
or for statistics estimation. See, e.g., [I] arid [SI for
definitions, properties and applications of third order
cumulants and bispcctra. Specifically in this paper
relations are established between the third ordcr cumulants (and bispcctra) of the signal at the high arid
the low resolution. These relations can be used either
t o estimate the third order cumulants of the low resolution signal directly from the curriulants of the high
resolution signal or to estimate the ratio of the two
resolutions (scales), when unknown.
The obtained relations arc used in two rcprcscntative applications involving sampling rate conversions
of 1-D and 2-D stochastic signals respectively.
The first application estimates the velocity of a
moving source by exploiting thc Doppler effect. The
moving object, whose velocity is sought, may citlicr
reflect an 1-D narrowband sigml (e.g., a tone) transmitted by the detector, or indeperidently emit a gcrierally wideband sigrial. The signal reccived ;It the
detector site is a fractionally converted version of thc
original signal, and the fractional conversion ratio is
related t o the velocity of the targct. Therefore, tlie
targct velocity can be obtained via estimation of thc
scale ratio between the original arid the reccivcd versions of the signal. Traditional methods rely ori thc
assumption that the measured signals are strictly of
narrowband nature (tones). Our approach focuses ori
thc alternative assumption of stochastic signals, possibly measured in low signal to noise ratio conditioris.
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In the second application, the distance from a textured surfacc is computed by comparing the resolution of a captured irnagc to that of a refcrcnce image.
A typical cxarnplc of such problems is the estimation
of the flight altitude of a plane from landscape images
taltcn during flight. Resolution conversion in this case
involves two 2 x 2 integer, non-singular decimation
arid expansion matrices.
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where cg,y(ml,m a ; n) is periodic in (n) with period
[O..L - l]”,is related t o q X ( m l , m a )through the
following equation:

2. THIRD ORDER STATISTICS
RELATIONS

Let y (n) deriotc a rate-converted, discrcte variable,
D-dirnensiorial process obtained from the original process z(n) after fractional rate conversion:
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where hs(m1, mz)= En h ( n )h ( n m l ) h(n m a ) is
the triple correlation of the decimation D-dimensional
filter h(n). See [3], [SI for definitions and properties
of cyclic moments and cumulants.
Equation ( 3 ) can be transformed to the frequency
domain, t o yield relations between the cyclic bispecwhere the rate conversion is obtained through a
trum of the low resolution signals and the bispcctrurn
“downsamplc by matrix Lo,” - filter by h(n) - expand by matrix M o x ~operation
”
and L D ~ D
I ~, . ~ D ~ Dof the reference resolution signals, by exploiting the
coprimeness of L,M :
arc D x D integer, non-singular, commutative and coprirnc matrices, [2]. Of practical interest are the cases
with d e t ( l l . f ” x ” ) > d c t ( Z o , o ) , meaning that y ( n ) is
1
obscrvcd at a resolution lower than the original (ref‘33,y(w1’w2)
= n/ID
Cll,lzt[”,..M-l]D
crcncc) resolution of z(n).
LWl
2TL11 Lwa 2 d l a
Equation (1) covcrs the general case where rex G,X(
)
h*
>
n//
sampling is possibly accornpanied by rotation and
W 1 t 27rll W.L
27rl.L
azimuth changes (sec [9], chap. 12). In [5] input x H3(
>
1
(4)
hf
output curnulant expressions arc established for the
general case of equation (1) with full integer matriThe RHS of equation (4) is a sumrnatiorr of frcces L D ~ D , M D ~For
D .the purposes of the present
,
replica
quency shifted replicas of C3,z(w1, w ~ )each
work, we restrict ourselves to the special case of diagshrinked by the scaling factor M / L . It is interesting
onal matrices Lo,” = LIDXD, M D ~ D
= MID~D,
to notice the resemblance that equation (4) bears t o
where L , A4 are coprime integers. This corresponds
the corresponding input - output relation between the
to rescaling by the scalar factor M I L alone, thus preFourier transforms of deterministic signals.
serving the view point from which the signal is observed. This choice is made in order to simplify the
mathematical notations, since here the focus is on
3. ESTIMATION O F THE RESOLUTION
the use of these relations for the estimation of the reCONVERSION RATIO
sarnplirig ratio in the aforementioned applications. It
The input - output relations given in the previous
is straightforward t o rewrite thc obtained relations,
section allow for the computation of the resolution
however, for the gcnera,l casc of general diagonal or
conversion ratio, L / M , provided that both z(n) arid
full matrices LD,D,M D ~ D .
y (n) are available and the blurring niecl-ianisrn h(n)
Equation (1) is equivalent to a resampling of the
continuous signal zc(t) from which z(n) was origiis known. The method proposed in the sequel for the
nally obtained through sampling, provided that the
computation of L / M relies on matching thc c % L ’ ~ u filtcr h(n) crnploycd has an ideal 1owpa.ss transfer
lants of the measured signal y(n) t o successive rcsolutionfurrctiori H ( w ) with gain L and cutoff frequencies
converted versions of the cu.mulunts of the original
signal z(n). Although computationally demaiding,
n / M over all dimensions d = 1,.. . , D .
this method is showri to converge t o the true r-esoluThe third order. cyclic cumulant of y ( n ) , defined
tion conversion ratio.
as ~ 5 1 )
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+

+
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This estimator can be irnplcmcntcd as iri
equation (3), using L,, AI,,, ti?) in place of

Before procccdirig t o the description of the proposed rnctliod, it should be emphasized that addressing this problem in the third order statistics rather
than the signal domain offers two advantages.

1. Statistical similarity is cxploitcd, which means
that valid results arc obtained even if y ( n ) and
z(n) correspond to different realizations of a
stochastic process. This feature is of great importance in situations where tlic reference (high
resolution) and the test (low resolution) signals
arc riot acquired simultaneously. This is the
casc, e.g., with pattern classification applicatioris that use prc-storcd data.
2. The well known immunity of the third order
statistics t o a wide class of additive noises, makes
the proposed method appropriate for situations
where only noisy data is available.

Proposed Method :
step 1 : Estirriatc the curriularit of the rcfcrcnce signal z(n), &(ml, mx), and the cyclic cuniularit of tlic test sigrial y ( n ) , &,(ml,mJ). The
asymptotically consistent estimator of the cyclic
curnularit proposed in [3]can be employed. This
estimator in the present set up takcs the form

1
&,(ml,ma) = Ty

where W, is tlie set of all available data samples
of signal g(n), a d T, is the cardinal number
of W,. Note that in practice the conventional
estimator &-(ml,ma) for tlic (nori-cyclic) curnularit of z(n) is irnplcmcntcd in the same way.

step 2 : Define a partition {y?,}, 71 = 1 , 2 , . . . ,N of
the scale (resolution) interval (0, I] with q, chosen as fractional numbers L,/M,, wliere L , 5
A,[ and (L,, M,) arc coprime integers.
TL

3. Compute the similarity index

step 4 : Obtain an estimate of the convcrsiori ration L/M as the point q,% = L,/M,, of thc
global minimum of index f ( y n ) over all n =
1 , 2 , . . . , N . The estimate of the corivcrsion ration L / M can be drown arbitrarily close to tlic
true ratio L / M by repeatedly refining the partition y, of (0, l].Local refinement can be used,
in a process of zooming into the neighborhood
of the initial the global minimum.
Comment:
The similarity index f(q,,) is in general a noriconvex function of 9,. However, it has been observed
that f ( y n ) exhibits a deep global minimum a t L / M .
-41~0in tlie neighborhood of the global rninirriurri it
assumes a convex form. Tlicrcforc, in the ricigliborhood of the global miriirriurn the rcfinemcnt process
can be driven by fast minimization algorithms such
as the Fibonacci and Golden Section methods, ([7]).
4. APPLICATIONS

y(t)y(t+mMt+ma),
t€W,

(5)

step 3 : For

L,M ,h3.

= 1 , 2 , . . . ,Ar,

1. Cornputc tkie triple corrclatiori /ip)(ml,m2)
of the resampling filtcr /i(n)("),whicki should
have gain L,, arid cutoff frequency n/hl,,.
2(12)

2. Estimate the cyclic curriularit c3, (ml,mz)
of y(,)(n), which is a resarriplcd version
of the reference signal z(n) a t a sampling
rate M J L , , times lower than that of z(n).

Use of the proposed rncthod for the estimation of the
unknown sampling rate conversion ratio L/hl is irivcstigatcd in the sequel, in an 1-D and a 2-D problem.
4.1. Velocity estimation via Doppler effect

A signal z ( t ) reflected by an object moving with vclocity U is observed at the source (detector) site as
y ( t ) = z ( a t ) ,where cy = E arid c is the velocity
of transmitted signal. This corresponds to a rcscaling of the transmitted signal z ( t ) by a factor 01. A

9

similar relation with (v =
liolds in the casc that
tlie moving object itself is emitting the signal z ( n ) ,
rather than reflecting it.
Conventional rrictliods assume that z ( t ) is a narrowband signal, usua,lly a sinusoid, and measure the
frequency shift between the transmitted arid the received signals as a means t o compute 01 arid tlicri o.
This narrowband assumption is not always met, cithcr because of physical constraints of the crnittcrs,
or when transmission of simusoidal signals is to be
avoided for security reasons.
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In such cases the rncthod proposed here can be
used, approximating cy arbitra.rily close by a fraction
M I L . The proposed method offers the advantages of
(i) being immune to a class of additive noises, as a
result of its third order cuniulant basis, arid (ii) allowing the widespreading of the frequency contents of
the transmitted signal, necessary under certain applications.
4.2. Relative distances from textured images

Pictures of a textured surface, acquired from varying distances, represent versions of the surface urider diffcrcrit space scslings. The scale ratio between
two such pictures (a rcfercncc and a test oric) can be
used t o obtain the distaricc of thc caniera from the
surface, for the test picture. This problem arises in
various image proccssing tasks, as for example: (i)
when landscape images arc taken from different a1titudes, which arc unknown a t the processing time,
(ii) in motion information extraction from video sequcriccs depicting objects that move towardsloff the
caniera, (iii) in mcdicd imaging application where
tissue images arc processed, etc.
If I(t) is the analog image and z(t) the arialog
form of I(t) observed from distance d,, then z(t) =
I($t), where f is the focal distance of the camera..
Assurnirig that thc test picture y ( t ) is taken from an
uriknown distance d,, then y ( t ) = I(Lt)
=
f
The proposed method can be used t o approximate arbitrarily close the ratio d,/d:, by a. fractiorial number.
Therefore, if d, is known, d, can be computed.
Comments:
Scale rcgistration methods applied directly t o the
irnagc rather than to the cumulant domain can be
also used along the lines of the proposed method. The
advantages of using curnularit statistics, though, are:

z(2t).

1. The fact that statistical similarity is exploited
allows to obtain valid distance estimates even
when the test and the reference images do not
depict the same surfilcc, providcd that they correspond t o images possessing similar statistical
structure.

2. The shift irivariancc of the cumulant domain a11ou.s for the comparison of images that are not
necessarily aligncd in space.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A cumulant based method for the estimation of fractional scale conversion ratio of signals is proposed in
the present work. Expressions relating the liighcrorder statistics of signals observed at two different
resolutions (scales) arc quoted and used in a. practical algorithm for scale conversion ratio estimation.
Application of the proposed algorithm in problems
involving 1-D and 2-D signals are outlined, and relative merits of the proposed approach due t o the use
of higher order statistics are discussed.
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Possible gcncralization of the algorithm t o address
problems involvirig general diagonal or non-diagonal
docirriation arid intcrpolation matrices L , M will make
tkic comparisons insensitive t o azimuth / rotation changes.
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